
TYPES OF BIAS



Observational Studies 

■ Observational Studies 

– the sample population being studied is measured, or surveyed, as it is

– the researcher observes the subjects and measures variables, but does not 

influence the population in any way or attempt to intervene in the study

– no manipulation by the researcher

– data is simply gathered and correlations are investigated

– since observational studies do not control any variable, the results can only 

allow the researcher to claim association, not causation (not a cause-and-

effect conclusion)

– Sample surveys are an example of an observational study



Types of Bias
■ Bias is when a sampling method systematically over-or underemphasizes a 

characteristic of the population or systematically favors one outcome over another. 

■ Types:

– Voluntary Response Bias- occurs when subjects voluntarily choose to be in the 

sample, and people usually volunteer only if they have strong opinions

– Undercoverage Bias- occurs when some groups of people are ignored when the 

sample is being chosen (i.e. a survey sent by email ignores people without 

internet access)

– Non-response Bias- occurs when some subjects chosen for the sample do not 

answer (i.e. only people with “extra” time will respond)

– Response Bias- occurs when subjects give incorrect answers, either because 

they have forgotten details or lie about actions/beliefs

– Wording Bias- occurs if poor wording of question results in lack of clarity or if 

question presents only one side of argument



Voluntary Response Bias

■ An example would be call-in radio shows that solicit audience participation in 

surveys on controversial topics.

■ The resulting sample tends to over represent individuals who have strong opinion.



Undercoverage Bias

■ A classic example of undercoverage is the Literary Digest voter survey, which 

predicted that Alfred Landon would beat Franklin Roosevelt in the 1936 presidential 

election. 

■ The survey sample suffered from undercoverage of low-income voters, who tended 

to be Democrats.



Non-Response Bias

■ Nonresponse bias is the bias that results when respondents differ in meaningful 

ways from nonrespondents. 

■ The Literary Digest survey illustrates this problem. Respondents tended to be 

Landon supporters; and nonrespondents, Roosevelt supporters. Since only 25% of 

the sampled voters actually completed the mail-in survey, survey results 

overestimated voter support for Alfred Landon.



Response Bias

■ Example: A uniformed police officer surveys 50 college freshman about their 

participation in illegal activities. 



Wording Bias

■ The wording of the question may be loaded in some way to unduly favor one 

response over another. For example, a satisfaction survey may ask the respondent 

to indicate where she is satisfied, dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied. 

■ By giving the respondent one response option to express satisfaction and two 

response options to express dissatisfaction, this survey question is biased toward 

getting a dissatisfied response.


